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1. INTRODUCTION 
The function S(X) is said to be summable (A, 4) to s if 
converges for y > 0 and lim,,, t(y) = S. It follows from Theorem 6 in [I] 
that this method of summation is regular if $(x) EL(O, co) and 
.-J3 
J 0 6(x)dx =l* 
S(X) is said to be summable (A, x) to s if 
T(Y) = jr @Y) dx(x) = jr s(.z’) dx (t) (2) 
exists for y > 0 and limy+pi 7(y) = s. This method of summation is regular 
if x(x) is of bounded variation in (0, OO), x( + 0) = 0, and x(x) ---f 1 as x + W. 
Clearly (A, 4) is a special case of (A, X) in which X(X) is an indefinite 
integral. 
The aim of this paper is to prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that (A, 4) is regular and that either 
(i) +(.x) = 0 for all su$iciently large x, or 
(ii) for su$Gntly large x, +(x) is i dff erentiable, positive and decreasing and 
further 
4’W 
d(x) 
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is nonincreasing (and thus nondecreasing in modulus). If s(x) is bounded in every 
finite interval of x 2 0 and summable (4,$) to s and ;f (A, x) is any regular 
transformation and 
$I-& j;+) ;[s(xu)dx(u)/dx=O, (3) 
then for ally > 0, 
and further T(X) is summable (A, 4) to s. 
2. A LEMMA 
For the proof of this theorem we require the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that 4(x) satisfies the conditions of Theorem I, that s(x) 
is bounded in every finite interval of x 3 0, and that the integral (1) converges 
for y > 0. Then 
tends to 0 unsformly in 0 < t < 1 as K + CO. 
The proof of this lemma is included in that of Theorem 3 in [3]. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM I 
Let A > 1, and write 
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Now I3 may be written as 
. 
[ & jIu s(x) 4 ($-j dx( dx@) + J’: ;$ j,. s(x) 4 (5) d.Y\ dx(u) 
= j: ;$ jzu dx) 4 ($) dxl dx(4 
+ LA I& j1,, 
s(x) 4 (e) dxj dx(Au). 
Hence by Lemma 1, 
p; I3 = 0. 
It is clear that 
The theorem follows by letting A ---f co. 
4. SPECIAL CASES OF THEOREM 1 
The following theorem is a special case of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let d(x) and s(x) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1. Suppose 
that X(X) is the inde$nite integral of 4(x), that I,@) satisfies the sume conditions as 
$(x), and that the integral (2) converges for y > 0. Then 
and further T(X) is summable (A, q5) to s. 
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For if #(x) satisfies the same conditions as d(x), then, by Lemma 1, 
j: s(xu) dx(4 =+- j:, +4 1~r (;) du 
converges to 0 uniformly in 0 < x < I as rZ -+ ‘co and it follows that (3) 
holds. 
If 
.z 
then (1) reduces to the Laplace transformation 
1 .-JY 
L(“)(Y) = qa + 1) ya+l J ) o so4 zhFi” du, 
and (2) reduces to the Lambert transformation 
(4) 
(a > - I), 
It is easy to verify that these two functions satisfy the conditions of Theo- 
rem 1. Hence we have 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that s(x) is bounded in every Jinite interval of x 2 0 
and summable Laplace to s.for some (Y > - 1 and that (5) converges for y > 0. 
Then 
1 
e”,‘Y - 1 
e + l)y=+l s 
cc F(x) xae-=/Y dx z $ Ia L(d(u) ___-___- du 
0 0 (e”lu - 1)” 
and further F(y) is summuble Laplace to s. 
If C+%(X) is defined by (4) and x(x) = 1 for x 3 1, then Theorem 1 reduces 
to Theorem 2.1 in 123. 
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